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From the Editor’s Desk 

Well, it’s that time of year again for us. 
Joe and I will be in Venice, Florida, by 
the time you are reading this. We are 
always happy to leave our Cleveland 
weather and to head south for two 
months. However, we do miss all our 
CPS friends and all the club activities, 
so that by the end of our stay, we are 
ready to come home.  
  
We hate missing some of the events 
coming up, like helping with the 
Homeless Stand Down, which we have 
not participated in but know that it is 
something to experience. As Mark wrote 
in his column, this club never fails to 
respond to do whatever the club needs 
done. It ranges from our great field trips, 
to community service assistance, to 
something that must be done at the 
clubroom, or just helping another 
member with a camera question or 
problem.  
 
The energy at our meetings is almost 
palpable. It is so good to see all the 
various ages that come to meetings, 
everyone from young teenagers to 
octogenarians. We look forward to these 
meetings because of the interesting 
competitions, good programs presented 
and, of course, the camaraderie that 

abounds. Many clubs do not have the 
advantages that CPS has by having its 
own clubroom available 24/7 for all 
sorts of activities. Our classes bring in 
new students who become members, 
which add more energy to the mix, 
because they can participate in all our 
activities. It is fun to watch these folks 
grow as they enter competitions and 
begin to earn awards.  
  
I am especially impressed with the 
amount of community service this club 
does. As editor, I have watched it grow 
by the amount of information members 
send me. We have a large group of 
members ready to accept assignments 
when asked. As you can see in this 
issue, we are everywhere...from small 
public school events to larger projects 
sponsored by Western Reserve 
Historical Society. Sometimes, an 
event is covered just by the fact of one 
of our members being present and 
taking some photos. You never know 
when an opportunity may present itself 
to help an organization that has no one 
to record its event.  
  
We get a nice feeling just from 
belonging to a group such as this. 
 

Marcia Polevoi 

Watch for a "Focus" article on CPS to appear in a forthcoming issue of the 
PSA Journal, of the Photographic Society of America. 



 
 

 

President’s Message

I think sometimes that we become too caught up 
into our own little corner of the world to see what 
really goes on around us. Is it me? Or does the 
world seem to have a much bigger need now than 
we do?  
 
I look at all the turmoil and disturbance around on 
the news and it pours at us through every avenue 
we have; radio, TV, Internet, email, etc. It makes 
me realize just what a small part I am in the larger 
scheme of things. 
 
CPS is making its contribution to that larger 
scheme by doing community service through time 
and photography. We are giving of ourselves in a 
way that is within our means and talents, which is 
sometimes the best we can do. When I look at all 
of the talent we have within CPS, it seems only 
natural to be amazed as only an amateur can be 
at the quality, skill and eye that our members 
possess. 
 
As for the time, I am always gratified when the 
call goes out, to see those that always make the 
time. No matter what the occasion, CPS has 
always found the resources to meet the 
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challenge. I have never been a member of an 
organization that has grown so rapidly and found 
that the members so willingly seem to assist. 
 
It may be hard to understand until you do this job. 
You realize you are a single person running a full-
time business, with no employees! Yet, the job 
always gets done.  
 
I was involved in Government and Industry for 
over 45 years and this is the first time that I can 
say that each and every person who said that 
they would do something has done it. It's 
amazing!  
 
It makes me feel as though I have been chosen to 
lead the best Company in the world. A world 
where everyone gives of themselves and really 
asks for nothing in return, other than a smile and 
friendship that will last a very long time.  
 
We are a fortunate group. 
 

Mark Coletta 
 

Save the Date! 
 

Annual CPS Banquet and Awards Night 
 

The Banquet will be held on May 15, 2010,  
at the DoubleTree Hotel, Cleveland South 

6200 Quarry Lane 
Independence, Ohio 

PEOPLE’S CHOICE 
 

Photojournalism, April 9, 2010 
 

Famous Photographers, May 7, 2010 
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Community Service Activities 
Jim Frazer 
  
The Community Service Program has been 
extremely active since our last report. We have 
worked most with the Cleveland Municipal School 
District. We have helped at six events for them 
since October 1, including the Cleveland School 
for the Arts and Marion Sterling School. We were 
recently informed that the Cleveland Photographic 
Society has been nominated for The National 
School Public Relations Association's annual 
"Friends of the Schools" Award. 
 
We photographed nine other events for five other 
organizations, including the Famicos Foundation, 
the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society, the 
Western Reserve Historical Society, the American 
Diabetes Association, and The Gathering Place. 
  
Recently, we also received a request for 
photography service from the Cleveland Housing 
Network. Our first project for them will take place 
in January. 
 
The Community Service Group participated in 
some new events from October through 
December: 
 
Tom and Marianne Legaza have been members 
of the FEMA/CERT Seven Hills Chapter for 
several years. In November, they were asked to 
volunteer for a mass inoculation of H1N1 in an 
auditorium in Independence, Oh. They were 
planning on administering 3000 doses in a three-
hour period. This takes an organization of 
medicine flow, professional and non-professional 
assistants, office-tables-emergency paraphernalia 
set-ups, transportation, human flow directing, 
food-drinks, baby handling and whatever 
unexpectedly pops up. 

In Tom’s case, he had a small camera in his hand 
and asked if they were interested in photos. They 
grabbed the opportunity and wanted 200 photos 
of the event. He received the title of Official 
Photographer. He dashed home to get his 
Cannon Rebel with the outside, more powerful 
flash. He then started shooting whatever was 
moving, both inside and outside of the building. 
When the event was over, he edited the photos 
and gave five CDs to the chief organizer. Some of 
these were used in the December 09, CERT 
Newsletter. 
 

"Art Friday" Dancer Jim Frazer 
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Children Receive Their Gifts Arlan Heiser 

Happy Kids with Puzzle Arlan Heiser 

Memorial Service 
M.C. Seltzer School 
Arlan Heiser 
 
A first-grade class at Marion C. Seltzer School 
on Cleveland’s Westside lost their teacher quite 
suddenly in November. A memorial day was held 
on December 15, 2009, in her classroom. The 
deceased teacher’s husband and two of her 
good friends came to the class. The children 
were invited to discuss what they remembered 
about their teacher. Then each child was given a 
gift bag that held a winter hat, scarf, a pair of 
gloves and the book, Where the Wild Things Are. 
They were obviously delighted with their gifts. 
 
I had never experienced an event like this and 
had to photograph it. It was also the first time I 
had encountered a young man teaching very 
young students. It was an interesting photo 
session for me. 
 

Western Reserve Historical 
Society–Update 
Bill Rittman 
  
CPS has been active in working with the 
Western Reserve Historical Society, in particular, 
photographing the Hale Farm and Village 
Lantern Tour. The evening of December 2 was 
cold and rainy but that did not deter about 20 
CPS members from braving the elements in 
pursuit of interesting and diverse images. They 
were to photograph the interior of the Village 
homes, the actors, and the interaction between 
actors and tour participants. Lighting both inside 
and outside the buildings added to challenges, 
but our members were up to the task. Ten 
members have submitted images to be used by 
WRHS for future publicity pieces. Later, six of 
the photographers decided they needed to warm 
up and retired to the Winking Lizard in Peninsula 
to discuss their experiences, while enjoying food 
and beverage. 
  
Another WRHS event, Members Party, took 
place on December 5. Twenty-two members 
submitted images to be sold; unfortunately, this 
event was not successful. We only sold one 
image. Eleven members did attend and did take 
photos of the people enjoying the evening’s 
events or manning the uneventful sales table. 
 



 
 

Field Trips 

Franklin Castle  
Joanne Damian 
 
Cleveland's Franklin Castle has the distinction of 
being known as Ohio's most haunted house. So, on 
a typically overcast fall day in October, armed with 
candles, lanterns, ghost whispers and even Star 
Trek’s Borg-like technology attached to eyeglasses, 
about 25 CPS members descended upon the 
Franklin Castle in search of ghosts. 
 
The Castle is the most architecturally distinguished 
residence on Franklin Boulevard—the Westside 
equivalent of famous Euclid Avenue. Its builder, 
Hannes Tiedemann, was a wholesale grocer with 
the firm of Weidemann & Tiedemann. The family 
lived continuously at this address from 1866 to 
1895. In the 20th century, the house was occupied 
by a German singing society, the Deutsche 
Socialisten, and later by the Bildungsverein 
Eintracht Club. The house had numerous owners 
and uses over the second part of the last century, 
serving as a private home for some, and a Church 
to others. In 1999, the house, which had again 
become a private residence, was heavily damaged 
by fire. 
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Foreboding Castle Joanne Damian 

 
According to our tour guide, Charles Milsaps, the 
ghosts here are numerous. Upon entering the 
house, we were immediately directed into the 
main parlor where Charles started to tell us the 
ghost stories associated with the Castle. He 
described that in a small room at the rear of the 
house a pile of baby skeletons were found, 
supposedly the victims of some inept doctor. 
Today, babies can be heard crying in the walls. 
There also was a mass murder when some of 
the Nazis were machine-gunned to death in a 
political dispute and their discussions can still be 
heard throughout the house. There are rumors of 
an axe murder in the front tower room, the victim 
of which is occasionally seen standing in the 
window. One of the secret passageways around 
the ballroom is said to be where Tiedemann 
hung his illegitimate daughter Karen. Karen's 
ghost is the main one seen in the castle, usually 
in a third-floor room known as "the cold room" 
because it stays ten degrees colder than the rest 
of the house at all times. Karen's ghost was 
often encountered by staff of the Universal 
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Christian Church, which made an attempt to 
occupy the building after buying it in 1975. 
Charles went on to tell us how Karen’s ghost even 
provided him a handkerchief when he had a cold. 
Upon hearing these stories, several of us, 
including myself, started joking about wanting to 
see ghosts and saying “bring it on!!” Never, never 
challenge a ghost! 
 
In 2003, Franklin Castle sat unoccupied, primed 
for restoration. To transform the house into the 
grand Franklin Castle Club, Charles has retained 
the assistance of one of Cleveland's foremost 
design talents, the award-winning and nationally 
acclaimed architect Robert Maschke. Together, 
the two intend to return the house to its original 
grandeur, making it the focal point of Franklin 
Boulevard, a beacon of Ohio City restoration and 
the new home to the Franklin Castle Club. 
 
After Charles finished his history of the Castle and 
the ghost stories, off we went to the second floor 
of the home. If not for the few workers’ lights 
hanging from the electrical wires, the house would 
have been completely dark. With the use of 
tripods, several members started to set up their 
props, turned off all the lights and even staged a 
ghostly appearance of one or two club members. 
Feeling all “ghost whispery,” I started to take 
pictures of mirrors, walls, closets, anywhere that I 
could try to capture a ghostly appearance, 
challenging any ghost to show themselves to me.  
 
The top floor of the Castle is set to become an 
observation deck for future Franklin Castle Club 
members to view downtown Cleveland events. 
Those members who ventured up to that level had 
to duck-and-dodge the pigeons that are currently 
calling that level home.  
 

Ghostly Image Joanne Damian 

After that, Charles’s tour concluded and we were 
free to wonder the Castle on our own. 
 
After about two hours, I started to make my way 
out of the Castle, once again challenging any 
ghost to make an appearance before me. I tried to 
record any ghostly noise on my secret “Dick 
Tracy” recorder in my pocket. I am not going to 
say that I made the “spirit world” upset that day, 
but the next day, I was admitted to the hospital for 
emergency gall bladder surgery. So, to quote the 
Cowardly Lion, and for any spirits that might still 
be lurking around me: “I do believe in spooks. I do 
believe in spooks. I do, I do, I do.” 

It is light that reveals, light that obscures, light that communicates. It is light I "listen" to. The 
light late in the day has a distinct quality, as it fades toward the darkness of evening. After 

sunset there is a gentle leaving of the light, the air begins to still, and a quiet descends. I see 
magic in the quiet light of dusk. I feel quiet, yet intense energy in the natural elements of our 

habitat. A sense of magic prevails. A sense of mystery. It is a time for contemplation, for 
listening—a time for making photographs. 

—John Sexton



 
 

 
 

 

Holden Arboretum Field Trip 
Ron Tumino  
  
On September 10, 2009, Cleveland Photographic 
Society (CPS) members engaged in a unique 
outdoor experience: a field trip to the Holden 
Arboretum. Lucky club members began the field trip 
at 10:00 a.m., many of us car-pooling as there was 
not an abundance of parking spaces available.  
 
Upon arriving at the Arboretum, located about 25 
miles east of Cleveland, we were given an 
introduction to the experience we were about to 
undertake. We were divided into two groups, each 
with a volunteer guide. We learned that access to 
the Arboretum and tours of “Little Mountain” are 
often restricted to a few hundred people per year. 
Our club was much honored to have this 
opportunity. 
 
About 40-45 CPS members enjoyed exploring 
nature during a chilly, muddy Thursday morning. 
Our guides spent over three hours discussing the 
history of the mountain, as well as the types of plant 
life that we encountered. They were extremely 
knowledgeable and patient as we ventured through 
geologically and historically significant areas.  
 
It was a great opportunity to capture some 
wonderful shots, even though “Mother Nature” was 
not smiling upon us that day. As any member who 
attended would attest, “It was a valuable experience 
to increase our personal knowledge and get some 
great photos!”  
 

Ron Tumino 
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Ron Tumino 

Woodpecker’s Work 

Look at That! 
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Cleveland Gray’s Armory  
Debbie DiCarlo 
  
Originally built in 1893 to house a weapons 
arsenal and provide a drill hall for the militia, the 
Cleveland Gray’s Armory fascinated about 25 
eager CPS photographers, who spent several 
hours there on December 12, 2009. Located on 
Bolivar Road in downtown Cleveland, the massive 
urban fortress is on the National Register of 
Historical Places and is City Landmark Number 4. 
  
In the mid-19th century, all major U.S. cities had 
their own volunteer militias with their own uniforms, 
flags, weapons and bands. The Cleveland City 
Guard was founded in August 1837 and was 
credited with being the first unit of uniformed 
troops west of the Allegheny Mountains. One year 
later, they adopted the gray colonial style uniform 
and from this came their new name, The 
Cleveland Grays, in 1838.  
  
For photographers who enjoy shooting 
architecture, the 5-story red brick tower with rows 
of progressively smaller windows and a turreted 
cap, plus a rough-hewn sandstone foundation at 
street level provided them with beautiful colors, 
textures and lines. While the morning was a bit 
frosty, those who were patient had a pretty blue 
sky to shoot against in the afternoon. The main 
entry had a beautiful arch and polished granite 
columns along with a black, wrought iron drop-
gate, which led to impressive oak doors. This area 
seemed to hold photographic appeal for some. 
  
Once inside, we were greeted by a tour guide, who 
exhibited tremendous pride in the facility. She 
happened to grow up in a family that has a long, 
patriotic history with the Armory, so her ties to the 
facility are strong. Within steps of the front door 
was a gorgeous staircase and solid oak doors, 
which opened up into a 10,000 square foot 
ballroom/drill hall. I looked around and imagined 
the stories these walls could tell about the very first 
concert of the Cleveland Orchestra played there in 
1918. However, other CPS photographers were 
trying to imagine what was hidden under a 
mysterious tarp. The “ghosts” of the Armory must 
have been feeling generous because later the tarp 
was inexplicably removed ever so briefly to reveal 
a magnificent Wurlitzer pipe organ. Originally 
installed in the Warner Theatre in Erie, Penn., the 
instrument was relocated to the Cleveland Grays 
Armory in 1970, and has since been designated by 

the American Theater Organ Society as an “organ 
of exceptional historic and musical merit worthy of 
preservation”. And, of exceptional interest and 
beauty by the lucky few photographers who were 
able to capture a few shots.  
 
  

Carved Staircase Debbie DiCarlo 

Gray’s Armory Ryan Brady-Toomey 
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Another area that made for unique photographs 
was the main floor parlor, which housed a full 
sized Civil War cannon (not to be confused with a 
SLR Canon) draped with colorful holiday garland! 
After passing through the parlor, we found 
ourselves in a room with beautifully restored 
lockers with original Cleveland Grays uniforms. 
The size constraints of this room, along with the 
lighting conditions and the glass-door lockers, 
posed a challenge for those trying to capture the 
artifacts.  
  
Lining the walls of the impressive staircase and in 
every room were photographs—poignant 
recollections that caused a few of us to stop and 
think. We pondered the equipment, lighting 
conditions, techniques and capabilities of those 
by-gone photographers. All I could think was that 
those sepia-toned memories were natural and not 
the result of some fancy technology or software 
option.  
  
The second-floor club rooms were reminiscent of 
an earlier time, evidenced by museum artifacts, 
oak-carved paneling, a baby grand piano, a 
billiard room (complete with some interesting 
“stuffed” items on the walls). There was a library 

with quite a bit of military history and memorabilia. 
Every room had unique photographic possibilities 
with long and short views, lines, patterns, colors 
and lighting conditions. There were many 
interesting things to simply look at, read, admire 
or laugh about. 
  
On the third floor, the ballroom, with its hand-
painted ceiling, carved oak bar and impressive 
views of the downtown landscape gave us more 
photo opportunities. Several eager people were 
observed photographing the false panels in the 
walls where liquor was hidden during Prohibition, 
trying secretly to find leftovers.  
  
In the basement, there was a firing range, which 
had great appeal. Personally, I was hoping to 
catch a glimpse, or a photo, of one of the friendly 
apparitions that allegedly roams the Armory. 
Unfortunately, that didn’t happen. What I did see 
was a great group of friendly club members, who 
were enjoying the photo opportunities afforded by 
this trip as well as each other’s company and the 
chance to learn about a famous Cleveland 
landmark that holds such patriotic and historic 
significance. 

Wurlitzer Pipe Organ Ron Skinner
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Club Events Member Recognition 

David Uhrin, Jr. had his first photo accepted for 
publication in a book titled Focus: Love—Your 
World, Your Images. It is a collection of heart 
images taken by 150 photographers from 35 
countries. It is published by Lark Books/Sterling 
Publishing and is available on Amazon.com. 
 
Bill Trent had one of his photos used for the 
cover of the magazine The Heart of Lake County 
fall issue, 2009. 
 
A "Funky February Art Show" will feature Neil 
Evans with an exhibit of his floral photos. It will 
be held at Hudson Fine Art & Framing Company, 
Brewster Mansion, 9 Aurora St., Hudson, Oh. 
The show opens with a reception on Feb. 5, and 
will be there for some time. 
  
Cheri Homaee had two photos published in a 
book called Ghost Towns: Yesterday and Today. 
The photos are of the blast furnace in Hopewell, 
PA (1771-1883). It was a small community that 
produced steel in its furnace. She also is in an 
exhibit called “Pretty Ladies”, at the Richfield 
Tavern in Richfield until Feb. 28. 
  
When Frank M. Reed’s church celebrated its 
70th Anniversary in October 2009, his pastor 
and fellow church members observed his 
photography potential and asked him to supply 
his photos for the anniversary booklet. He was 
also assigned the title of Church Photographer. 
  
John Earl Brown had a photograph accepted in 
the Ocean State International Exhibition of 
Photography sponsored by the Rhode Island 
Photographic Society. There were 1152 images 
submitted from 21 countries and 24 states. They 
accepted 383 images. The show is a digital 
Internet show and is a 45-minute slide show that 
will be on the Rhode Island Photographic 
Society's website (psri.us) for the entire year of 
2010. His photograph was "Direction" and was in 
the "Inner Vision" category. Award winners 
received points from the Photographic Society of 
America that are applied toward the various titles 
that the PSA awards. This was a PSA- Bill Trent 

Have a Heart David Uhrin, Jr.



 
 

sanctioned exhibition. 
 
Rick Wetterau had one of his photos published in 
the November 2009, issue of Popular 
Photography Magazine. He submitted it in early 
September for one of their competitions. An 
assistant editor then interviewed him by phone, 
asking questions about how he composed it and 
what techniques he used. The photo is titled 
“Tomatillo Husk”. 
  
Heather Muro won her first photography award 
this fall. She was a top category winner in the 
Downtown Cleveland Alliance's second annual 
Downtown Photo Challenge. Over 400 images 
were submitted by 225 amateur photographers 
from this region. The judges accepted her 
spontaneous image shot outside the Rock and 
Roll Hall of Fame. Titled “Dancing Between 
Strangers,” it won in the Living City category. 
Winning photos were displayed in the lobby of the 
Plain Dealer in October, and then exhibited at The 
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Meet Elle Gemma 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Elle is a makeup artist/stylist. Her specialty is 
photographic and hi-def techniques that assist a 
photographer in capturing a face that has a 
perfect balance of contour and highlight. She 
began doing this over 20 years ago, before 
Photoshop existed. That meant that if she made a 
mistake, it was evident when the photos came 
back. This was an era when it was all “clean” 
photography. Her strengths are creating a 
“perfect” canvas to make the photographer’s job 
easier and to make a model’s features come into 
sharper focus.  

  
Elle began formulating her own line of 
cosmetics because she is very specific 
about the types of colors and textures she 
uses as a makeup artist. Artist/Photographer 
Leroy Roper used one of her collections, 
rainbow-colored pigments that can be used 
like watercolors, exclusively for a series of 
body paint projects. 
  
She has become fascinated with learning 
how to take better pictures and to learn to 
use her camera to its full potential. She 
figures that if she can understand how 
photographers work and what the 
capabilities are of their tools, she can adjust 
her methods as a makeup artist to 
harmonize.  

Gallery at Old Stone Church through 
December. Heather also volunteers her 
photography skills at schools and various 
organizations throughout the year. 
 
George and Janet Sipl have an exhibit 
currently on view at the Beck Center for the 
Arts in Lakewood, Oh. This collaboration 
between the rocker (George), the teacher 
(Janet) and the Beck Center brings over 70 
works of “Art-ography” to view. Their combined 
work reflects the dark, moody and deeply 
reflective work of George contrasted by the 
uniquely esthetic work of Janet. The show on 
display in both the Music and Dance Annex 
buildings runs through June, 2010. 



 
 

ANNUAL HOLIDAY PARTY - A Good Time was had by All! 
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Club Events 

CPS Members at Book Signing Jay Patel 

Book Signing a Big Success 
Marcia Polevoi 
 
Early on a brisk, sunny morning, Saturday, 
December 5th, a small group of CPS members 
met at the Borders Bookstore at Southpark Mall in 
Strongsville. They were there for a book signing 
of “David Busch’s Digital Photography Bucket 
List: 100 Great  Digital Photos You Must Take 
Before You Die”. This book, which came out in 
October, features the photos of 48 members of 
CPS whose photos were chosen by a judging 
committee of CPS.  Each photographer signed 
his/her page in the book for the folks who came to 
buy it. There were 3 more book signings at other 
stores that day, with as many of the 
photographers appearing at each one as 
possible.  At the second bookstore, Barnes & 
Noble, in Montrose, the original group was joined 
by more photographers until a maximum of 37 
were there.  The reason for gathering so many of 
them was to try for a world record number of the 

most contributors of a single book at a signing, for 
the Guinness Book of Records.  To authenticate 
the signings, two independent judges came to 
witness and the information submitted was 
notarized to meet the requirements of The 
Guinness Book.  CPS has not yet heard from 
Guinness as to whether the club made it into their 
records. The other stores that also had book 
signings were Barnes & Noble at Eton on Chagrin 
and Mac’s Backs in Coventry Village. 



 
 

Annual Holiday Party—A Good Time 
Was Had By All! 
Marcia Polevoi 
 
The Annual Holiday Party was held on Dec. 19th 
at our CPS clubroom. We filled the room with 
close to 100 members and guests, seated 
comfortably at tables arranged to accommodate 
us all. As usual, tables of food, jam-packed with a 
huge variety of dishes, lined the Gathering Room. 
It spread out into the hallway, where we could 
satisfy our sweet tooths on all kinds of desserts. 
Between the decorations and the food, it was all 
very festive. Big "Thanks" to the Hospitality 
Committee for arranging it. 
 
One question was quietly being asked early in the 
evening as folks arrived. It regarded the possibility 
of "yellow-wading pants" making another entrance 
after they had been taken by Marcia Polevoi last 
year in the gift exchange. Well, the question was 
soon answered, as Marcia suddenly appeared all 

decked out in the colorful waders, much to the 
amusement of the crowd. Many people were 
then relieved that the waders would not be seen 
again in the Robber's Gift Exchange.  
 
The exchange started off with Ron Wilson 
emceeing the activity. After a number of folks 
choose their gifts and kept or swapped them, 
Barb Pennington was called to choose hers. She 
immediately picked out an inconspicuous and 
poorly wrapped present. As she opened this 
prize, her eyes popped and her chin dropped. 
Amazingly, she had chosen the "yellow-wader 
pants," (secretly placed on the gift table by 
Marcia). Since Barb was the one who had 
originally given this gift last year, it was a truly 
weird phenomenon that she reclaimed the pants. 
The audience went bonkers. She donned the 
pants at once and showed them off. When 
Marcia's turn came to choose her gift, guess 
what she swapped it for? You got it.,..and, yes, 
again, the crowd howled. Tune in again next 
year. 

Joe Polevoi
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CPS Competition Winners 

 
Below: Sampling of CPS Competition winners. Complete standings available at: www.clevelandphoto.org 

Mormon Row Bison 
Nature, Strict—1st Place 

Don Keller 

Blue Yonder 
Creative—3rd Place 

Randy Beiter 
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Darlene Beiter Here's Looking at You 
Nature, Non-Strict—1st Place 
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Butterfly on Leaf 
Nature, Strict—3rd Place 

Hubert Ho 

Snake Eye 
Nature, Non-Strict—HM 

Ron Tumino 

Feel the Beat 
People, Color—1st Place 

Lisa Beyer
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You've Enlisted 
People, B&W—HM 

Ray Humphries

Old Barn at Mormon's Row 
Pictorial, B&W—2ndPlace 

Harry Kaulfersch 

Carol Kuegeler Baby It's Cold Outside 
People—2nd Place 
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Dead Horse Point  
Projection—1st Place 

Doug Bacso

Ghost Farmer 
Creative—2nd Place 

David Uhrin, Jr.
The Eyes Have It 
Projection—2nd Place 

William Fitch



 
 

Mountain Bluebird 
Nature, Strict—3rd Place 

Sharon Doyle 

Sunset in Cape Cod  
Nature, Strict—2nd Place 

Nancy Balluck 
Beth 
People, Color—HM 

Karen Hoinke 
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Dean Michos Brown Butterfly 
Nature, Non-Strict—2nd Place 

Horse 
Projection—3rd Place 

Carol Sahley 
Lion 
Projection—HM 

Mary Kay Coletta 
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Clown in City Hall 
Pictorial, B&W—1st Place 

George Sipl 

Wingwalker  
Projection—2nd Place 

Ron Skinner 
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Dancing in a Dark Room 
People—HM 

Tasha Markovich

Riding the Rainbow  
Creative, Through the Lens—1st Place 

Fran Motz

Jaguar, Akron Zoo 
Nature, Non Strict—2nd Place 

Jill Stanphill Nika from Wellfleet 
Projection—1st Place 

Barb Pennington



 
 

 

Of Interest to Photographers 

Night Photography Tips 
Excerpts from Articles by Andrew Malek, 
2005, www.malektips.com  
 
Night photos can take on a somewhat magical 
quality you may find lacking in normal daytime 
photography. Night photographs express a 
special something that cannot be seen in normal 
daytime photography. Amazing night pictures 
certainly can attract attention. As the sun goes 
down, however, it becomes harder to capture 
images without the proper equipment and 
techniques. When your digital camera receives 
less light, it cannot absorb the surroundings as 
well in the resulting photographs. Some pictures 
may turn out too dark. Others can be too blurry. 
Your camera requires more time to absorb 
enough light to create an effective picture, so any 
shaking of the device will result in photographs 
lacking sharpness.  
 
However, even for experienced photographers, 
nighttime photography can be a tricky situation. 
Photos often look unfocused, blurry, or lacking 
crucial details, and many may not come out at all. 
There are some tricks, though, to taking 
spectacular nighttime photos with your digital 
camera, tricks that can be explained yet only 
completely learned through practice. 
 
Although more expensive digital cameras do not 
necessarily result in better photos, realize that the 
cheapest cameras may not be capable of taking 
great photographs at night. It requires more work, 
both on your's and the camera's part, to take 
spectacular shots in very low-light situations. 
Though you don't have to spend over a thousand 
dollars for night photography, don't expect too 
much out of a sub-two hundred-dollar camera, 
either.  
 
If you are not completely familiar with your 
camera's settings to enhance nighttime 
photography, consider first taking some 
photographs around dusk, when the sun has not 
yet completely left the sky. Dusk photos can 

sometimes be even more dramatic than those 
taken in the pitch-black sky, as the added light 
helps illuminate details easily missed in a 
completely dark environment. Check your local 
newspaper where you are shooting photographs 
for sunrise/sunset times, and be ready to shoot 
around a 20-30 minute window for best results.  
 
Plan your photos before you shoot! While it is 
always a good idea to study an area first, this is 
crucial if you are planning on snapping 
photographs around dusk! You will not have much 
time to plan, and if you spend five or ten minutes 
just getting a perfect angle or framing the perfect 
shot, the overall lighting will change as the sun 
slowly sets. And, of course, remember when 
composing your photos that the sun sets in the 
west.  
 
Be prepared for the environment. If you're 
heading out by yourself, especially in a semi-
deserted wilderness area, always carry a map so 
you remember how to get to your home, camp, or 
hotel. Check the weather before you go and wear 
a poncho or coat if necessary. Carry a flashlight, 
or, in the most extreme environments, a flare, to 
help others find you if you become lost. Also, 
bring along a WELL-CHARGED cell phone in 
case of emergency! You're taking photos at night 
to have fun and create spectacular results. Be 
prepared for unexpected situations so they don't 
ruin your experience. 
 
While the results can be outstanding, night 
photography presents its own unique benefits and 
hazards. Not just any digital camera will do; 
lower-end models may not have the capability of 
taking spectacular shots. Timing is crucial, 
especially when taking pictures in the brief time 
between dusk and total darkness. And, the 
environment and weather can play havoc with 
your plans. By purchasing the correct equipment, 
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studying the subject area before nighttime falls, 
and dealing with unexpected situations with the 
correct nighttime gear, you can be better 
prepared to take amazing nighttime photos. 
When your digital camera receives less light, it 
cannot absorb the surroundings as well in the 
resulting photographs. Some pictures may turn 
out too dark. Others can be too blurry. Your 
camera requires more time to absorb enough light 
to create an effective picture, so any shaking of 
the device will result in photographs lacking 
sharpness. 
 
You may think that professional photographers 
take a large amount of time to set up a shot, 
perform complex calculations, talk about all sorts 
of topics such as f-stops, shoot one photograph 
that accurately represents their interpretation of a 
particular scene, and then leave. While most of 
this may be true, the last part - only taking one 
photo - is far from it. Many, if not most, 
professional photographers commonly take a 
multitude of shots for every subject! Traditional 
photographers can go through rolls and rolls of 
film on a single shoot, and digital photographers 
may use gigabytes of memory. Professionals 
know that no matter how well everything has been 
factored in when setting up a shot, 'stuff happens'. 
It is better to take time shooting a particular 
subject ten times and get one outstanding 
photograph than to take one or two photos that 
turn out blurry or dull. 
 
Most photographers perform a trick called 
bracketing, where they intentionally adjust their 
camera settings in small increments in case their 
calculations were not precisely correct. 
 
Beginners - if your digital camera has a special 
nighttime mode, study your manual and learn how 
to enable this feature. Perhaps your camera has a 
button or dial next to a graphic of a half-moon to 
signify this setting. This works well for some late-
night situations.  
 

Forget about using the flash unless you 
purchase a high-quality accessory flash unit. 
Flash shoots a burst of light out of your camera 
and works most effectively when your subject is 
within a few feet. If your subject is a long way 
away, your small flash unit will never reach it 
effectively.  
 
Nighttime photography requires a little extra 
work out of you and your digital camera. To 
prevent against mistakes and increase the 
chance of a spectacular shot, it may be 
necessary to take the same picture multiple 
times, adjusting your camera settings slightly to 
help ensure at least one picture will come out 
well. The digital camera manual must be 
studied, as many high-end cameras contain 
automatic features to help take better photos. 
And, a natural tendency most people have to 
use flash must be avoided. By heeding this 
advice, you can learn to take spectacular 
nighttime photos. 
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Very often people looking at my pictures 
say, 'You must have had to wait a long 
time to get that cloud just right (or that 

shadow, or the light).' As a matter of fact, 
I almost never wait, that is, unless I can 
see that the thing will be right in a few 

minutes. But if I must wait an hour for the 
shadow to move, or the light to change, 

or the cow to graze in the other direction, 
then I put up my camera and go on, 
knowing that I am likely to find three 

subjects just as good in the same hour. 
—Edward Weston 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Miscellaneous 
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People’s Choice  
Food and Photojournalism 
Maria Kaiser 
  
Members came out for both evenings, Oct. 30 
and Nov. 6th, with the most interesting and 
inspired photographs imaginable. It was a treat for 
the audience to see each image and to hear each 
photographer’s stories.  
  
On the topic of “FOOD,” people brought in 
photographs dramatically fashioned in Photoshop, 
designed in a food lab, or actually found on 
display or for sale in stores and markets. 

  
The “PHOTOJOURNALISM” photos took us to 
emotional memorials, back to the days of blatant 
segregation, to the Vietnam Wall, to Cleveland’s 
ethnic communities, to non-profit organization 
events, into the aftermath of hurricanes, 9/11, 
rocket launches, presidential rallies and behind 
the scenes at the circus.  
  
It was great to see the places our members have 
been and the stories they found worth 
photographing and telling us about.  

Cabbage Grace Jones 
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Club Information 

The Cleveland Photographic Society 
 
CPS has operated continuously since 1887, making it one of the oldest camera clubs in the country. The 
organization currently has nearly 300 members and is one of the few anywhere to have its own permanent 
clubroom. The objectives of the society are to promote and advance the understanding, passion and joy of 
photography by providing opportunities for education, skill development, picture taking, competition, critique 
and fellowship. We meet almost every Friday evening and our meetings are always open to visitors and 
guests—we invite you to visit us! Our clubroom is located on the City of Broadview Heights campus. The 
clubroom opens at 7:30 p.m. and meetings begin at 8:00 p.m. Visit our website for directions, maps and 
further information: www.clevelandphoto.org  
 

CPS Competitions 
 
CPS holds 16 competitions each year as a part of our regular Friday evening meeting schedule. Only 
members can enter images for competition, but all are invited to attend. Competition categories are Nature, 
People, Creative and Pictorial (open category) and three competitions per category are held throughout the 
year. In addition, four Projection competitions are held, displaying projected digital images. The category for 
Projection competitions is Pictorial (open).  
 
In addition to formal competitions, several People’s Choice Nights are held throughout the year. These are 
informal, unjudged evenings devoted to specific themes, such as Architecture, Photojournalism, etc. 
Competition Rules and Results, as well as slide shows of winning images can be found on the Competition 
page of our website. 

 
CPS Membership 
 
Annual dues: Single member rate is $54.00; Couples are $81.00; Family (couple plus one or more children) 
is $117.00; Junior member (under 18) and Distance member categories (roughly over 100 miles) are $36.00. 
A downloadable application form and more details can be found on our website: www.clevelandphoto.org  
 
Join us and enjoy all the benefits of being a part of one of the most dynamic, active and friendliest camera 
clubs in the US. Photographic education and fellowship are our primary tenets and a part of all we offer. No 
matter your skill level or photographic interest, you’ll find lots of activities that will enhance your skills—and 
you’ll have FUN along the way! 
 

Club Calendar 
 
The complete and updated Club Calendar can be obtained at www.clevelandphoto.org 
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Our Mission: The mission of the Cleveland Photographic Society is to promote and advance 
the understanding, passion and joy of photography by providing opportunities for education, 
skill development, picture taking, competition, critique and fellowship. Page 28 


